
Behaviour Guidelines for Rope Bondage - Models 
Rope bondage can be a very intensive and enriching experience for body and mind. For this, the                 
expectations of all the people involved, particularly those of the rigger (the person doing the tying) and the                  
model (the person being tied up), need to coincide. 

A tying session can take place in a more or less extreme sporty way, with an exclusive focus on technique.                    
Alternatively it can be very intimate: the sensual/sexual element could be the focus, or simply the                
closeness, protectiveness and sense of security that enables letting go. A further motivation could be power                
dynamics, with emphasis on the psychological aspects of BDSM. Lastly it could also be purely about an                 
artistic/aesthetic collaboration, whether for a photo or a performance. 

Especially for someone new to the scene, it is important to be aware of these differences. This diversity of                   
experiences that bondage has to offer also harbours risks, since various types of play could lead to physical                  
injury or emotional damage (for example shame) impacting either partner. These feelings could also only               
show up a few days after the session. Bondage can have a much deeper effect than might seem the case at                     
first glance. It is therefore important to think ahead what you expect from the other during a session: is it                    
about a bit of flirting, an artistic yoga session, or sexual contact? Am I motivated by curiosity, a sense of                    
adventure, self presentation, or am I simply looking for a hormonal high?  

In the end, the success of a bondage session depends on open communication and the ability to share and                   
receive constructive criticism between tying partners. 

 

Questions that should be answered honestly before a tying session: 

● How confident am I that I want this particular person to tie me up? 

● What kind of experience would I like in the ropes? Perhaps a meditative experience, a sensual or sexual                  
experience with the rigger, or a photogenic tie for a photoshoot? Or do I want to be pushed to my                    
physical limits? 

● What style of bondage speaks to me? Do I want to stay on the ground or to be suspended in the air?  

● Where are the limits of my body, mind and spirit? (Do I tend towards freeze reactions, fainting, do I                   
have physical challenges such as joint pain in certain positions, do I take medication or suffer from a                  
disease that could have some impact on the session?) Am I comfortable honestly sharing these details                
with the rigger, such that they can heed my needs? 

● To what degree am I prepared to open myself to unexpected emotions, such as fear, sorrow, shame, in                  
addition to experiencing the attention, sense of security or protectiveness, or pleasure? Do I want pain,                
or will I endure it? And if so, what kind? 

● Do I want to stay dressed, or rather be tied up naked? Where should the rigger not touch me? Where                    
may they not place rope (e.g. around the neck or the groin)? What are my no-gos? 

● Can I say no? Am I prepared to tell the rigger when something does not suit me, to clearly express my                     
boundaries, and if necessary to stop the session, also when it may disappoint the rigger? What consent                 
models do I know and would I like to make use of? 

● Do I see the rigger as just a "service provider" or am I also interested in meeting their desires? If so,                     
which of their desires? 

● What do I need, and what does my rigger need after a session? 
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Behaviour Guidelines for Rope Bondage - Riggers 
Rope bondage can be a very intensive and enriching experience for body and mind. For this, the                 
expectations of all the people involved, particularly those of the rigger (the person doing the tying) and the                  
model (the person being tied up), need to coincide. 

A tying session can take place in a more or less extreme sporty way, with an exclusive focus on technique.                    
Alternatively it can be very intimate: the sensual/sexual element could be the focus, or simply the                
closeness, protectiveness and sense of security that enables letting go. A further motivation could be power                
dynamics, with emphasis on the psychological aspects of BDSM. Lastly it could also be purely about an                 
artistic/aesthetic collaboration, whether for a photo or a performance. 

Especially for someone new to the scene, it is important to be aware of these differences. This diversity of                   
experiences that bondage has to offer also harbours risks, since various types of play could lead to physical                  
injury or emotional damage (for example shame) impacting either partner. These feelings could also only               
show up a few days after the session. Bondage can have a much deeper effect than might seem the case at                     
first glance. It is therefore important to think ahead what you expect from the other during a session: is it                    
about a bit of flirting, an artistic yoga session, or sexual contact? Am I motivated by curiosity, a sense of                    
adventure, self presentation, or am I simply looking for a hormonal high?  

In the end, the success of a bondage session depends on open communication and the ability to share and                   
receive constructive criticism between tying partners. 

 

Questions that should be answered honestly before a tying session: 

● How confident am I that I want to tie up this person? 

● What kind of experience would I like with tying? Do I want to develop my technical knowledge and                  
expertise? Is it a photo shoot? Do I want intimacy, or to develop an emotional connection with the                  
model, or am I interested in sexual contact? 

● How well can I estimate my capabilities and skill at tying? Am I able to empathise with the model, and                    
can I place their security and wellbeing above my own ego? How can I avoid being pushed beyond the                   
limits of my own abilities? 

● Can I say no? What consent models do I know and would I like to make use of? 

● Do I know sufficient fundamentals of anatomy in order to minimise risk of injury? Do I know what to                   
pay attention to in order to practice safe bondage? 

● How well have I mastered the planned tie? Do I know what I want to do? 

● The model is not a puppet: how do my desires align with those of my tying partner (e.g. when tying                    
with a model new to tying: am I prepared to hold back on my own preferences in tying in order to give                      
the model a gentle and careful introduction to bondage)? 

● What do I know about the boundaries of the model, am I able asses them realistically? Have I come to                    
a good understanding with the model? 

● How willing am I to care for the model after the session, e.g. in the case where they might not be doing                      
well? What do I need for myself after a session? 
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